Sue Ryder Charity Cup 2022
Tournament Regulations
General information



Location: Fotbalové centrum mládeže Strahov, Vaníčkova 2461/1, Praha 6
Organizer: Domov Sue Ryder, z. ú.

Rules


5-a-side football tournament (max. 5 + 1, min. 3 + 1 players on the field, maximum 10 players
per team)



goal dimensions: 5 x 2 meters, goalie can throw the ball over half of the pitch



ball is identical to a football ball of size 5



(detailed rules in Czech: www.psmf.cz)



allowed team composition: employees of a registered company, a maximum of 3 guest
unprofessional players



games will be played on synthetic turf fields; suitable footwear includes indoor and turf shoes
(Entry with football cleats is strictly prohibited! Players with inappropriate footwear will be
dismissed from the field!)



entry to fields other than those reserved is prohibited



changeover: „hockey-style“ allowed



when given a yellow card, the player goes to the „penalty bench“ for 2 minutes and comes back
onto the field if a goal is scored



when given a red card, the player is dismissed for the rest of the match, their team finishes the
match weakened



follow FAIR PLAY!!!

System of the tournament


there are 6 preliminary groups with 4-5 teams, every team plays with every team, followed by a
subsequent play-off



playing time for one match for 5-member groups is 1 x 12 minutes, for 4-member groups, the
playing time in the preliminary group is 1 x 15 minutes



3 points are awarded for a win, 1 point for a tie



the order in the preliminary groups will be decided in real time by the points gained, a mutual
game, difference in score, number of goals scored, possibly by drawing lots



16 best teams will advance to the play-off from the preliminary groups – 2 from each group and
4 best 3rd place teams



playing time in play-off: 15 minutes



a match is also played for the 3rd place



a match in the play-off cannot end with a tie, penalties will follow immediately after the end of
the game in the case of an undecided result (3 players on each side, subsequently one by one)



in the case of a draw between multiple players in the competition for the best shooter, the winner
will be decided by the number of goals scored in the play-off, possibly by drawing lots

